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AN APPROXIMATE VERSION OF SIDORENKO’S
CONJECTURE
David Conlon, Jacob Fox and Benny Sudakov
Abstract. A beautiful conjecture of Erdo˝s–Simonovits and Sidorenko states that, if
H is a bipartite graph, then the random graph with edge density p has in expectation
asymptotically the minimum number of copies of H over all graphs of the same
order and edge density. This conjecture also has an equivalent analytic form and
has connections to a broad range of topics, such as matrix theory, Markov chains,
graph limits, and quasirandomness. Here we prove the conjecture if H has a vertex
complete to the other part, and deduce an approximate version of the conjecture for
all H. Furthermore, for a large class of bipartite graphs, we prove a stronger stability
result which answers a question of Chung, Graham, and Wilson on quasirandomness
for these graphs.
1 Introduction
A fundamental problem in extremal graph theory (see [Bo1] and its references) is to
determine or estimate the minimum number of copies of a graph H which must be
contained in another graph G of a certain order and size. The special case where one
wishes to determine the minimum number of edges in a graph on N vertices which
guarantee a single copy of H has received particular attention. The case where H is
a triangle was solved by Mantel more than a century ago. This was generalized to
cliques by Tura´n and the Erdo˝s–Stone–Simonovits theorem determines the answer
asymptotically if H is not bipartite. For bipartite graphs H, a classical result of
Ko˝va´ri, So´s, and Tura´n implies that O(N2−H ) edges are suﬃcient for some H > 0,
but, despite much eﬀort by researchers, the asymptotics, and even good estimates
for the largest possible H , are understood for relatively few bipartite graphs.
The general problem can be naturally stated in terms of subgraph densities.
The edge density of a graph G with N vertices and M edges is M
/(
N
2
)
. More
generally, the H-density of a graph G is the fraction of all one-to-one mappings
from the vertices of H to the vertices of G which map edges of H to edges of G.
The general extremal problem asks for the minimum possible H-density over all
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graphs on N vertices with edge density p. For ﬁxed H, the asymptotic answer as
N → ∞ is a function of p. Determining this function is a classical problem and
notoriously diﬃcult even in the case where H is the complete graph of order r.
Early results in this case were obtained by Erdo˝s, Goodman, Lova´sz, Simonovits,
Bolloba´s, and Fisher. Recently, Razborov [R] using ﬂag algebras and Nikiforov [N]
using a combination of combinatorial and analytic arguments gave an asymptotic
answer in the cases r = 3 and r = 4, respectively.
There is a simple upper bound on the minimum H-density in terms of the edge
density. Suppose that H has m edges. By taking G to be a random graph with
edge density p, it is easy to see that the minimum possible H-density is at most pm.
The beautiful conjectures of Erdo˝s and Simonovits [Sim] and Sidorenko [Si2] suggest
that this bound is sharp for bipartite graphs. That is, for any bipartite H there is
a γ(H) > 0 such that the number of copies of H in any graph G on N vertices with
edge density p > N−γ(H) is asymptotically at least the same as in the N -vertex
random graph with edge density p. This is known to be true in a few very special
cases, e.g. for complete bipartite graphs, trees, even cycles (see [Si2]) and, recently,
for cubes [H].
The original formulation of the conjecture by Sidorenko is in terms of graph
homomorphisms. A homomorphism from a graph H to a graph G is a mapping
f : V (H) → V (G) such that, for each edge (u, v) of H, (f(u), f(v)) is an edge of G.
Let hH(G) denote the number of homomorphisms from H to G. We also consider
the normalized function tH(G) = hH(G)/|G||H|, which is the fraction of mappings
f : V (H) → V (G) which are homomorphisms.
Conjecture 1 (Sidorenko). For every bipartite graph H with m edges and every
graph G,
tH(G) ≥ tK2(G)m.
Sidorenko’s conjecture also has the following nice analytical form. Let μ be the
Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and let h(x, y) be a bounded, non-negative, symmet-
ric and measurable function on [0, 1]2. Let H be a bipartite graph with vertices
u1, . . . , ut in the ﬁrst part and vertices v1, . . . , vs in the second part. Denote by E
the set of edges of H, i.e. all the pairs (i, j) such that ui and vj are adjacent, and
let m = |E|. The analytic formulation of Sidorenko’s conjecture states that∫ ∏
(i,j)∈E
h(xi, yj)dμ
s+t ≥
(∫
hdμ2
)m
. (1)
The expression on the left-hand side of this inequality is quite common. For example,
Feynman integrals in quantum ﬁeld theory, Mayer integrals in statistical mechanics,
and multicenter integrals in quantum chemistry are of this form (see section 6 of [Si1]
and its references). Not surprisingly then, Sidorenko’s conjecture has connections to
a broad range of topics, such as matrix theory [AtWM], [BlR], Markov chains [BP],
[PP], graph limits [L1], and quasirandomness.
The study of quasirandom graphs was introduced by Thomason [Th1] and Chung,
Graham, and Wilson [CGW]. They showed that a large number of interesting graph
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properties satisﬁed by random graphs are all equivalent. This idea has been quite in-
ﬂuential, leading to the study of quasirandomness in other structures such as hyper-
graphs [CG1], [G1], groups [G2], tournaments, permutations, sequences and sparse
graphs (see [CG2] and it references), and progress on problems in diﬀerent areas (see,
e.g. [Co], [G1,2]). It is closely related to Szemere´di’s regularity lemma and its recent
hypergraph generalization and all proofs of Szemere´di’s theorem on long arithmetic
progressions in dense subsets of the integers use some notion of quasirandomness.
Finally, there is also the fast-growing study of properties of quasirandom graphs,
which has recently attracted lots of attention both in combinatorics and theoretical
computer science (see, e.g. [KS]).
A sequence (Gn : n = 1, 2, . . .) of graphs is called quasirandom with density p
(where 0 < p < 1) if, for every graph H,
tH(Gn) =
(
1 + o(1)
)
p|E(H)|. (2)
Note that (2) is equivalent to saying that the H-density of Gn is (1 + o(1))p
|E(H)|,
since the proportion of mappings from V (H) to V (Gn) which are not one-to-one
tends to 0 as |V (Gn)| → ∞. This property is equivalent to many other properties
shared by random graphs. One such property is that the edge density between
any two vertex subsets of Gn of linear cardinality is (1 + o(1))p. A surprising fact,
proved in [CGW], is that it is enough that (2) holds for H = K2 and H = C4 for
a graph to be quasirandom. That is, a graph with edge density p is quasirandom
with density p if the C4-density is approximately p
4. A question of Chung, Graham,
and Wilson [CGW] which has received considerable attention (see, e.g. [Bo2]) asks
for which graphs H is it true that if (2) holds for K2 and H, then the sequence is
quasi-random with density p. Such a graph H is called p-forcing. We call H forcing
if it is p-forcing for all p. Chung, Graham, and Wilson prove that even cycles C2t
and complete bipartite graphs K2,t with t ≥ 2 are forcing. Skokan and Thoma [SkT]
generalize this result to all complete bipartite graphs Ka,b with a, b ≥ 2.
There are two simple obstacles to a graph being forcing. It is easy to show that
a forcing graph must be bipartite. Further, for any forest H, (2) is satisﬁed for any
sequence of nearly regular graphs of edge density tending to p. The property of
being nearly regular is not as strong as being quasirandom. Hence, a forcing graph
must be bipartite and have at least one cycle. Skokan and Thoma [SkT] ask whether
these properties characterize the forcing graphs. We conjecture the answer is yes
and refer to it as the forcing conjecture.
Conjecture 2. A graph is forcing if and only if it is bipartite and contains a
cycle.
It is not hard to see that the forcing conjecture is stronger than Sidorenko’s con-
jecture, and it further gives a stability result for Sidorenko’s conjecture. A stability
result not only characterizes the extremal graphs for an extremal problem, but also
shows that if a graph is close to being optimal for the extremal problem, then it is
close in a certain appropriate metric to an extremal graph. In recent years, there has
been a great amount of research done toward proving stability results in extremal
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combinatorics. The forcing conjecture implies that if H is bipartite with m edges
and contains a cycle, then G satisﬁes tH(G) is close to tK2(G)
m if and only if it is
quasirandom with density tK2(G).
As consequences of the following theorem, we prove Sidorenko’s conjecture and
the forcing conjecture for a large class of bipartite graphs.
Theorem 1.1. Let H be a bipartite graph with m edges which has r ≥ 1 vertices
in the ﬁrst part complete to the second part, and the minimum degree in the ﬁrst
part is at least d. Then
tH(G) ≥ tKr,d(G)
m
rd .
From Theorem 1.1, by taking r = 1 and d = 1, we have the following corollary.
Theorem 1.2. Sidorenko’s conjecture holds for every bipartite graph H which has
a vertex complete to the other part.
From Theorem 1.2, we may easily deduce an approximate version of Sidorenko’s
conjecture for all graphs. For a connected bipartite graph H with parts V1, V2, deﬁne
the bipartite graph H¯ with parts V1, V2 such that (v1, v2) ∈ V1 × V2 is an edge of
H¯ if and only if it is not an edge of H. Deﬁne the width of H to be the minimum
degree of H¯. If H is not connected, the width of H is the sum of the widths of the
connected components of H. Note that the width of a connected bipartite graph is
0 if and only if it has a vertex that is complete to the other part. Also, the width of
a bipartite graph with n vertices is at most n/2.
Corollary 1.1. If H is a bipartite graph with m edges and width w, then
tH(G) ≥ tK2(G)m+w holds for every graph G.
We also obtain the following result from Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.3. The forcing conjecture holds for every bipartite graph H which has
two vertices in one part complete to the other part, which has at least two vertices.
Sidorenko further conjectured that the assumption that h is symmetric in (1) can
be dropped. This has the following equivalent discrete version. For bipartite graphs
H = (V1, V2, E) and G = (U1, U2, F ) where H has m = |E| edges and G has edge
density p = |F ||U1||U2| between its parts, the density of mappings f : V (H) → V (G)
with f(Vi) ⊂ Ui for i = 1, 2 that are homomorphisms is at least pm. It is not
hard to check that the proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 and Corollary 1.1 can
be extended to prove stronger asymmetric versions. We leave the details to the
interested reader.
Although several authors (e.g. Sidorenko [Si1] and Lova´sz [L1]) suggested that
one might need an analytic approach to attack Conjecture 1, our proof of Theo-
rem 1.1 given in the next section uses simple combinatorial tools. We conclude with
a discussion of some related problems.
2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We begin with some simple observations. For a vertex v in a graph G, the neigh-
borhood N(v) is the set of vertices adjacent to v. For a sequence S of vertices of
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a graph G, the common neighborhood N(S) is the set of vertices adjacent to every
vertex in S. The identity
hKa,b(G) =
∑
T
|N(T )|a, (3)
where the sum is over all sequences T of b vertices of G, follows by counting homo-
morphisms of Ka,b which ﬁx the second part. Here we allow sequences of vertices to
include repeated vertices.
The previous approaches toward proving Sidorenko’s conjecture mainly used
clever applications of Ho¨lder’s inequality. We propose a new approach using a prob-
abilistic technique known as dependent random choice (for more details, see, e.g.
the survey [FS2]). The ﬁrst attempt to use this technique to estimate subgraph
densities was made in [FS1]. Roughly, the idea is that most small subsets of the
neighborhood of a random subset of vertices have a large common neighborhood.
Our proof uses an equivalent counting version.
Before going into the details of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we ﬁrst give a brief
outline of the proof idea in the case r = 1 and d = 1. Suppose u is a vertex in
the bipartite graph H = (V1, V2, E) on n vertices which is complete to V2, and
G is a graph on N vertices with edge density p. The bulk of the proof is geared
toward proving a seemingly weaker result, Lemma 2.3, which shows that the bound
in Theorem 1.1 is tight apart from a positive constant factor which only depends
on n = |H|. To obtain this result, we use dependent random choice to show that
(see Lemma 2.1) an average vertex v of G (weighted by its degree) has the property
that almost all small subsets S of N(v) satisfy |N(S)| ≥ cnp|S|N , which, apart
from the factor cn, is the expected size of the common neighborhood of a subset of
vertices of size |S| in the random graph G(N, p). We will give a lower bound on the
number of homomorphisms f : V (H) → V (G) from H to G as follows. We ﬁrst pick
f(u) = v so that almost all small subsets of vertices in N(v) have a large common
neighborhood. Having picked f(u) = v, we then randomly pick a sequence of |V2|
vertices from N(v) to be f(V2). With large probability, for all subsets S ⊂ f(V2),
we have |N(S)| ≥ cnp|S|N . For any vertex u′ ∈ V1 \{u}, we can pick f(u′) to be any
vertex in the common neighborhood of S = f(N(u′)) ⊂ f(V2). To summarize, we
get a lower bound on the number of homomorphisms from H to G by ﬁrst choosing
the image of u, then the image of V2, and ﬁnally the image of the remaining vertices
in V1. The homomorphism count is within a positive constant factor, depending
only on n, of pmNn, which is asymptotically the expected homomorphism count in
G(N, p). We complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by using a tensor power trick to get
rid of the factor depending on n.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a graph with N vertices and d, n, and r be positive
integers with d ≤ n. Call a sequence S of k vertices of G rare if |N(S)| ≤
(2n)−2ntKr,d(G)
k/rdN . Call a sequence T = (v1, . . . , vr) of r vertices bad with re-
spect to k if the number of rare sequences of k vertices in N(T ) is at least 12n |N(T )|k.
Call T good if, for all d ≤ k ≤ n, it is not bad with respect to k. Then the sum of
|N(T )|d over all good sequences T is at least hKr,d(G)/2.
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Proof. We write T ∼ k to denote that T is bad with respect to k. Let Xk denote
the number of pairs (T, S) with S a rare sequence of k vertices and T a sequence
of r vertices which are adjacent to every vertex in S. For a given sequence S, the
number of pairs (T, S) with T a sequence of r vertices adjacent to every vertex in S
is |N(S)|r. As the number of sequences S of k vertices is Nk, we have, by summing
over rare S,
Xk =
∑
S rare
|N(S)|r ≤ Nk · ((2n)−2ntKr,d(G)k/rdN)r = (2n)−2nrtKr,d(G)k/dNk+r.
(4)
Of course, Xk is at least the number of such pairs (T, S) with T having the additional
property that it is bad with respect to k. Hence, by summing over such T , we have
Xk ≥
∑
T,T∼k
1
2n
∣∣N(T )∣∣k ≥ 1
2n
N r
( ∑
T,T∼k
∣∣N(T )∣∣d/N r) kd
=
1
2n
N r−rk/d
( ∑
T,T∼k
∣∣N(T )∣∣d) kd . (5)
The second inequality follows from convexity of the function f(x) = xk/d together
with the fact that there are at most N r sequences T . From (4) and (5) and simpli-
fying, we get∑
T,T∼k
|N(T )|d ≤ (2nN rkd −rXk)
d
k ≤ (2nN rkd −r(2n)−2nrtKr,d(G)
k
dNk+r)
d
k
= (2n)(1−2nr)d/ktKr,d(G)N
d+r ≤ 1
2n
tKr,d(G)N
d+r =
1
2n
hKr,d(G) .
Hence, using (3), we have
∑
T good
|N(T )|d ≥
∑
T
|N(T )|d −
n∑
k=1
∑
T,T∼k
|N(T )|d
≥ hKr,d(G)− n ·
1
2n
hKr,d(G) = hKr,d(G)/2 . 
The bound on |N(S)| in the deﬁnition of a rare sequence S in the above lemma
is quite natural. Indeed, in the case G = G(N, p), tKr,d(G) ≈ prd and a sequence
S of order k is rare if |N(S)| ≤ cntKr,d(G)
k
rdN ≈ cnpkN with cn = (2n)−2n, which,
apart from the constant factor cn, is roughly the size of the common neighborhood
of every subset of order k.
A hypergraph H = (V,E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of edges,
which are subsets of V . A strongly directed hypergraph H = (V,E) consists of a set
V of vertices and a set E of edges, which are sequences of vertices in V .
Lemma 2.2. Suppose H is a hypergraph with h vertices and at most e edges such
that each edge has size at least d, and G is a strongly directed hypergraph on N
vertices with the property that for each k, d ≤ k ≤ h, the number of sequences of k
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vertices of G that do not form an edge of G is at most 12eNk. Then the number of
homomorphisms from H to G is at least 12Nh.
Proof. Consider a random mapping from the vertices of H to the vertices of G. The
probability that a given edge of H does not map to an edge of G is at most 1/2e.
By the union bound, the probability that there is an edge of H that does not map
to an edge of G is at most e · 12e = 12 . Hence, with probability at least 12 , a random
mapping gives a homomorphism, so there are at least 12N
h homomorphisms from H
to G. 
Lemma 2.3. Let H = (V1, V2, E) be a bipartite graph with n vertices and m edges
such that there are r vertices u1, . . . , ur ∈ V1 which are adjacent to all vertices in V2,
and the minimum degree in V1 is at least d. Then, for every graph G,
tH(G) ≥ (2n)−2n2tKr,d(G)
m
rd .
Proof. Let N denote the number of vertices of G. Let ni = |Vi| for i ∈ {1, 2}. We
will give a lower bound on the number of homomorphisms f : V (H) → V (G) that
map u1, . . . , ur to a good sequence T = (v1, . . . , vr) of r vertices of G. Suppose we
have already picked f(ui) = vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let H be the hypergraph with vertex
set V2, where S ⊂ V2 is an edge of H if there is a vertex w ∈ V1 \ {u1, . . . , ur} such
that N(w) = S. The number of vertices of H is n2, which is at most n, and the
number of edges of H is at most n1 − r, which is at most n. Let G be the strongly
directed hypergraph on N(T ), where a sequence R of k vertices in N(T ) is an edge
of G if |N(R)| ≥ (2n)−2ntKr,d(G)k/rdN . Since T is good, for each k, d ≤ k ≤ n, the
number of sequences of k vertices of G that are not edges of G is at most 12n |N(T )|k.
Hence, by Lemma 2.2, there are at least 12 |N(T )|n2 homomorphisms g from H to G.
Pick one such homomorphism g, and let f(x) = g(x) for x ∈ V2. By construction,
once we have picked T and f(V2), there are at least (2n)
−2ntKr,d(G)
|N(w)|/rdN pos-
sible choices for f(w) for each vertex w ∈ V1 \ {u1, . . . , ur}. Hence, the number of
homomorphisms from H to G satisﬁes
tH(G)N
n ≥
∑
T good
1
2
|N(T )|n2
∏
w∈V1\{u1,...,ur}
(2n)−2ntKr,d(G)
|N(w)|
rd N
=
1
2
(2n)−2n(n1−r)tKr,d(G)
m−rn2
rd Nn1−r
∑
T good
|N(T )|n2
≥ 1
2
(2n)−2n(n1−r)tKr,d(G)
m−rn2
rd Nn1−rN r
( ∑
T good
|N(T )|d/N r
)n2/d
=
1
2
(2n)−2n(n1−r)tKr,d(G)
m−rn2
rd Nn1−rn2/d
( ∑
T good
|N(T )|d
)n2/d
≥ 1
2
(2n)−2n(n1−r)tKr,d(G)
m−rn2
rd Nn1−rn2/d
(
hKr,d(G)/2
)n2/d
= 2−1−n2/d(2n)−2n(n1−r)tKr,d(G)
m
rdNn1+n2
≥ (2n)−2n2tKr,d(G)
m
rdNn.
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In the ﬁrst equality, we use
∑
w∈V1\{u1,...,ur} |N(w)| = m − rn2, which follows from
the fact that the vertices u1, . . . , ur each have degree n2. The second inequality uses
the convexity of the function q(x) = xn2/d together with the fact that there are at
most N r sequences T . The third inequality follows by Lemma 2.1, and the third
equality follows from substituting hKr,d(G) = tKr,d(G)N
d+r. Dividing by Nn, we
get the desired inequality. 
We next complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by improving the inequality in the
previous lemma using a tensor power trick. This technique was used by Alon and
Ruzsa [AR] to give an elementary proof of Sidorenko’s conjecture for trees, which
implies the Blakley–Roy matrix inequality [BlR]. This technique has also been used
in many other areas, and Tao [T] has collected a number of these applications.
The tensor product F × G of two graphs F and G has vertex set V (F ) × V (G)
and any two vertices (u1, u2) and (v1, v2) are adjacent in F × G if and only if ui
is adjacent with vi for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let G1 = G and Gs = Gs−1 × G. Note that
tH(F ×G) = tH(F )× tH(G) for all F,G,H.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose, for contradiction, that there is a graph G such
that tH(G) < tKr,d(G)
m/rd. Let c = tH(G)/tKr,d(G)
m/rd < 1. Let s be such that
cs < (2n)−2n2 . Then
tH(G
s) = tH(G)
s = cstKr,d(G)
ms
rd = cstKr,d(G
s)
m
rd < (2n)−2n
2
tKr,d(G
s)
m
rd .
However, this contradicts Lemma 2.3 applied to H and Gs. This completes the
proof. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. First assume H is connected. Let H ′ be obtained from
H by making the vertex u of minimum degree in H¯ complete to the other part.
Note that H is a subgraph of H ′ and H ′ has exactly w more edges than H. Hence,
by Theorem 1.2, tH(G) ≥ tH′(G) ≥ tK2(G)m+w. If H is not connected, letting
H1, . . . , Hr denote the connected components of H, we have tH(G) =
∏r
i=1 tHi(G),
and the corollary easily follows from the case where H is connected. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let H = (V1, V2, E) be a bipartite graph with n vertices,
m edges such that there are 2 vertices in V1 which are adjacent to all vertices in
V2 and |V2| ≥ 2. We may suppose H has no isolated vertices as they do not aﬀect
homomorphism density counts. Fix 0 < p < 1. Suppose G has N vertices and
(1 + o(1))pN2/2 edges so that tK2(G) = (1 + o(1))p, and tH(G) = (1 + o(1))p
m.
We ﬁrst prove the case of Theorem 1.3 where the minimum degree of H is
at least 2. By Theorem 1.1 with r = d = 2, we have tH(G) ≥ tK2,2(G)m/4.
From the above bounds on tH(G), we get tK2,2(G) ≤ (1 + o(1))p4. Also, since
Sidorenko’s conjecture holds for K2,2, we have tK2,2(G) ≥ (1 + o(1))p4. Thus,
tK2,2(G) = (1 + o(1))p
4. Since K2,2 is forcing, this implies G is quasirandom with
density p, and hence H is forcing.
Suppose now that H has s ≥ 1 vertices of degree 1. Then all of these vertices
are in V1. Let H
′ be the induced subgraph of H with n − s vertices and m − s
edges obtained by deleting all degree 1 vertices. Note that H ′ has minimum degree
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at least 2 and also has at least two vertices in one part complete to the other part.
By the above argument, H ′ is forcing. We can apply Theorem 1.1 with r = 2 and
d = 1 to get tH(G) ≥ tK1,2(G)m/2. From the bounds on tH(G), we get tK1,2(G) ≤
(1 + o(1))p2. This inequality implies the following claim:
Claim. All but o(N) vertices of G have degree at least (1 + o(1))pN .
Proof. Suppose, instead, that there are N vertices with degree less than (1− )pN .
For each vertex v, let δ(v) = |N(v)| − pN . Since tK2(G) = (1 + o(1))p, we have∑
v δ(v) = o(pN
2). Moreover, since δ(v) ≤ −pN for N vertices, ∑v δ2(v) ≥
3p2N3. Therefore,
hK1,2(G) =
∑
v
|N(v)|2 =
∑
v
(
pN + δ(v)
)2
= p2N3 + 2pN
∑
v
δ(v) +
∑
v
δ2(v)
≥ (1 + o(1) + 3)p2N3.
Thus
tK1,2(G) = N
−3hK1,2(G) ≥
(
1 + o(1) + 3
)
p2,
which contradicts tK1,2(G) ≤ (1 + o(1))p2 and veriﬁes the claim. 
Any set X of o(N) vertices of G, and in particular the o(N) vertices of least
degree, can only change the subgraph density count by o(1) for any ﬁxed subgraph.
Indeed, suppose F has k vertices, then the number of mappings from V (F ) to V (G)
whose image f(F ) has nonempty intersection with X is Nk − (N − |X|)k = o(Nk),
and hence the fraction of mappings whose image has nonempty intersection with X
is o(1). Every homomorphism from H ′ to G whose image does not intersect the o(N)
vertices of least degree can be extended to at least ((1+ o(1))pN)s homomorphisms
fromH to G by picking the images of the s vertices ofH of degree 1. By normalizing,
we get tH(G) ≥ (1 + o(1))pstH′(G) − o(1). Comparing the bounds on tH(G), we
get tH′(G) ≤ (1 + o(1))pm−s. Since H ′ satisﬁes Sidorenko’s conjecture, tH′(G) ≥
(1 + o(1))pm−s, and hence tH′(G) = (1 + o(1))pm−s. As H ′ is forcing, this implies
G is quasirandom with density p, and hence H is also forcing. 
3 Concluding Remarks
• Ramsey’s classical theorem states that every 2-edge-coloring of a suﬃciently large
complete graph KN contains at least one monochromatic copy of a given graph H.
Let cH,N denote the fraction of copies of H in KN that must be monochromatic
in any 2-edge-coloring. By an averaging argument, cH,N is a monotone increasing
function in N , and therefore has a limit cH as N → ∞. The constant cH is known
as the Ramsey multiplicity constant for the graph H. For H with m edges, the
uniform random 2-edge-coloring of KN shows that cH ≤ 21−m. Erdo˝s [E] and, in
a more general form, Burr and Rosta [BuR] conjectured that this bound is tight.
However, Thomason [Th2] proved that these conjectures are already false for K4.
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In fact, it is false for almost all graphs [JST], and there are graphs H with m edges
for which cH ≤ m−m2 +o(m), showing that the bound can be far from tight [F]. The
situation for bipartite graphs is very diﬀerent as Sidorenko’s conjecture implies the
Ramsey multiplicity conjecture holds for bipartite graphs. Thus, for a large class of
bipartite graphs, this conjecture is implied by Theorem 1.2 and further a stability
result follows from Theorem 1.3. For all bipartite graphs, an approximate version
of this conjecture follows from Corollary 1.1.
Despite the fact that the conjectures of Erdo˝s and Burr–Rosta are false for K4,
Franek and Ro¨dl [FrR] proved that a local version is true in this case. They showed
that a small perturbation of a quasirandom coloring will not give a counterexample to
these conjectures. In terms of graphons, in which we consider the limit of the graphs
of one color for a sequence of colorings, the uniform graphon, which is the limit of a
sequence of quasirandom graphs with density 1/2, is a local minimum for the density
of monochromatic copies of the graph K4, but not always the global minimum. Very
recently, Lova´sz [L2] proved the analogous local version of Sidorenko’s conjecture.
• It is tempting to conjecture that the products of integrals on the left-hand side
of (1) are always non-negatively correlated. Equivalently, if H is a bipartite graph
and H1, . . . , Hr are subgraphs which edge-partition H, then for every graph G we
have
tH(G) ≥
r∏
i=1
tHi(G) . (6)
Sidorenko’s conjecture is the case Hi = K2 for each i, and the forcing conjecture
would follow by taking H1 to be a cycle in H and all other Hi = K2. Unfortunately,
(6) does not hold in general. As noted in [Si1,2], a counterexample to this inequality
with H = P3, H1 = P2, and H2 = P1, where Pi denotes the path with i edges, was
found in 1966 by London (see [Si1]).
• Let ‖h‖H be the integral on the left-hand side of (1) raised to the power
1/|E(H)|. Lova´sz asked for which graphs H is ‖ · ‖H a norm. When H is an even
cycle, for example, they are the classical Schatten–von Neumann norms. Hatami [H]
showed that if ‖ · ‖H is a norm then H has the following property. For all subgraphs
H ′ of H and all h,
‖h‖H ≥ ‖h‖H′ . (7)
Therefore, if ‖ · ‖H is a norm, then, taking H ′ = K2, we see that Sidorenko’s
conjecture holds for H, and if H also has a cycle, then, taking H ′ to be that cycle,
we see that H is forcing. Property (7) implies that the non-negative correlation
inequality (6) holds for H. Hence, property (7) does not hold for H = P3. Hatami
proved that if ‖ · ‖H is a norm, then the degrees of any two vertices in the same
part of H are equal. This shows, in combination with Theorem 1.2, that the class
of graphs for which ‖ · ‖H is a norm is considerably smaller than that for which
Sidorenko’s conjecture holds. In the positive direction, Hatami proves that if H is
a cube or a complete bipartite graph, then ‖ · ‖H is a norm.
This discussion leads to the following general question: for which pairs of graphs
H,H ′ do we have ‖ · ‖H ≥ ‖ · ‖H′? Sidorenko’s conjecture is that if H ′ = K2, then
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this inequality holds if and only if H is bipartite. Theorem 1.1 shows that this
inequality holds if H ′ = Kr,d and H has r vertices in the ﬁrst part complete to
the second part and the minimum degree in the ﬁrst part is at least d. The case
where H and H ′ are trees of the same size is studied in [Si1]. From the fact that the
inequality holds if H is a complete bipartite graph and H ′ = K2, one may naturally
guess that the inequality holds if H is a complete tripartite graph and H ′ = K3, but
a counterexample is given in [SY]. It may be the case that the general problem is
undecidable. There are other similar questions involving linear inequalities between
graph homomorphism densities which are undecidable by a reduction to Hilbert’s
10th problem (see [HN]).
• Call a family F of graphs p-forcing if, whenever tF (Gn) = (1 + o(1))p|E(F )|
for all F ∈ F , the sequence (Gn : n = 1, 2, . . .) is p-quasirandom. If F is p-forcing
for all p, we simply say that the family F is forcing. Note that the statement that
a graph H is forcing is equivalent to the family F = {K2, H} being forcing. The
ﬁrst examples of forcing families not involving any bipartite graphs were given in
[CoHPS]. For example, let L3 be the line graph of the cube, that is, it has 12 vertices
corresponding to the edges of the cube and two vertices are connected if and only if
the corresponding edges meet. Then the pair consisting of L3 and the triangle K3
is forcing. It would be interesting to extend this result and determine what other
graphs may be coupled with the triangle to give a forcing pair.
• We conclude by mentioning that counterexamples are given in [Si2] to the
natural generalization of inequality (1) to functions of more than two variables.
That is, the hypergraph analogue of Sidorenko’s conjecture is false.
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